
Project 1: Find the Wall ME84 Spring 2018 
Work on Project (in-class) on Thursday, January 18th, 2018 
Documentation (description, images, video, code, etc) due to website by Wed (1/24) at 9pm 
 
Project Description: This project explores using an ultrasonic sensor to detect an object, and              
two simple types of control algorithms: a bang-bang controller and a simple proportional             
controller. You are to create a LEGO MINDSTORMS car robot that, using an ultrasonic sensor,               
approaches and detects a specific distance away from an object (e.g. 20cm). 
 
Hardware Details: You will use your LEGO MINDSTORMS kit for the base construction of the               
car, sensor (ultrasonic), and outputs (motors). While you may use additional materials (although             
not needed), you may NOT tape or glue anything to the LEGO parts (no tape or glue should                  
ever touch LEGO, at any point this semester). Your ultrasonic sensor should be mounted              
horizontally (pointing out) on the front of your car. You can create a one-motor or two-motor car                 
for driving forward. 
 
Software Details: Using Python (and the web-based IDE provided) you should create two             
programs. The first implementing a bang-bang control (case structure) and the second a simple              
proportional control (control speed of motor in a while loop). Your code should result in the car                 
driving forward until it reaches a certain distance from the wall (e.g. 20cm). Bonus features: (1)                
create a solution that also supports the car being “too close” to the wall (< 20cm) and reacts                  
appropriately, and (2) for the proportional control case, make the Kp multiplier value an input               
variable you can control (via software or hardware). 
 
Grading Rubric: 
Document your robot (write up a description, take a short video [no longer than two minutes]                
explaining the construction and demonstrating the movement/reaction to sensors, include          
images of overall structure and connection of sensors/etc, and include all your code). Submit              
your documentation to the class website by Wednesday (1/24) at 9pm. 
 
Total: 10 points 
Robot Construction (2 points): 

● Did it adhere to specifications? 
● Does it appear stable/well built? 

Code (4 points): 
● Are both programs proper and is complete code submitted? 
● Is code readable? Is it commented? 
● Does code appear correct (e.g. satisfy the requirements)? 

Documentation (4 points): 
● Is the write-up complete and accurately describe the work? 
● Are the pictures clear, appropriate, and capture the different components? 
● Does the video document the project, and is clear, clean, and also concise. 
● And is camera held horizontal?!? (one point deduction for vertical cameras!) 


